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For the ~riscombriefing, I would recommend the following
materials be pulled together as handouts as examples of what
we've done, I ' d appreciate your help in compiling this stuff
into two separate packages (perhaps using the accordion files
one for taxes; one
that have flaps that allow them to close)
for public smoking.

--

Make sure you don't give me anything that's your last copy.
may want to take this stuff back with him,

He

Excise Taxes/Social Costs

CTJ material, including a McIntyre op-ed, a C T J
officer's quote in some tax story (preferably on a straight tax
issue rather than some CTJ-generated study), then two CTJ
reports, one on federal tax issues and a second on state issues.

A sampling of

A similar sampling of EPI material, possibly including the study.
that has most direct relation to our issues, along with the EPI
response to the CBO report on expenditures vs. income as a
measure of regressivity.
The AAM excise tax study and general infomation brochure.
Also, perhaps, a copy of one of the letters to a Member of
Congress and one to a state legislator.
The CLUW excise t a x study and brochure, along with the l e t t e r to
Members of Congress.

The CHN federal tax briefing package.

And the federal tax ad.

Resolutions from the AFL-CIO (the July 3 1 is the best), NCSC and
any other group that has an anti-excise tax resolution (LCLAA or
APRI?)

.

Since we don't have studies as yet, do we have anything else an
taxes from LCLAA, APRI or NCSC?

The LMC'tax briefing materials we sent out to the folks in the
states. Also, a-sampling of letters to Members of Congress from
our labor allies in the states, including Iowa citizen Action
and/or AFL-CIO, NJ Citizen Action, Illinois Rainbow, Wisconsin
Action Council and Minnesota CTJ, Texas CHN, and Weilandis
various Michigan allies.

Some relevant CART study, if one exists.
The National Chamber Foundation study an taxes, plus the briefing
papers that accompanied it.
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Economist anti-excise tax op-eds from this year (all you have),
along with any print clips from media tours on taxes.
Select letters 'from veterans and other hispanic organizations on
taxes sent to Rembers.
From the cTA, the brochure, along with the briefing paper sent to
George Mitchell and others last week. If you don't have copies,
check my LMC/CTA file. We've loads of them. Also, copies of the
clips we've received to date from PA&R8s media tours. (Don't
worry about the ads themselves or the dubs of television
appearances; I've got that in hand. )
For our state coalition efforts on taxes:
Illinois Rainbow Coalition tax study and brochure, plus clips.
New Jersey

Citizen Action t a x study and brochure, plus clips.

Any clips from the Texas Alliance for Human Needs effort, plus
brochure and other materials.
The general TI excise tax brochure, plus the eamarking piece.

For social costs:
Smokina and the State

The book reviews.

Any clips from the media tours (print only).
The response to the Michigan task force report.

A list of the eight social cost academic pieces produced, and
status of same (include a copy o f the one that's been published).

The TI social cost brochure, plus the F-H produced one-pager.
The Natiofial Chamber Foundation testimony i n Senate Finance on
social costs, plus the one-page summary.

Anything else you can think

of that I might have forgotten.

Public smokinu/XAQ

The TI issue brochures on ETS, IAQ, Cigarette Smoke and the
Nonsmoker, restaurant and airline smoking.
The workplace kit, along with the resource guide and the most
recent quarterly report on workplace contacts. Also, the summary
of the recent sumey concerning our workplace program.
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A sampling of Chamber of Commerce brochures, plus some of the law
journal articles.

-

The hospitality kit (the larger Book).
The airline kit.

The larger version of Cigarette Smoke and the Nonsmoker, plus a
copy o f McGi11.

The HBI kit, plus an example of an HBI air quality test.
On the labor front:
the glow-in-the-dark workplace kit for labor.
Carlough video.

Plus the Ed

--

NEMI news
this yearns copies, and any other NEMI stuff you
think might be relevant. Perhaps a couple o f Frank Powell
letters or testimonies.
the various and sundry resolutions on smoking in the workplace, .
IAQ and discrimination we've been able to get. (national AFL a s .
well as state stuff)

the NAS study on IAQ that Jim Golden worked on. Also, a sheet
metal submission to EPA on its earlier IAQ fact sheet (containing
the now-famous line that NEMI can make ventilation systems
thattll suck the carpets right off the floors).
is there any paper from any of the arbitrations we've assisted
with?

Under miscellany:
samples of results from ACVA/HBI and Truth Squad/McGi11/scientist
media tours. Also, any op-eds from same.

The National Chamber Foundation submission to EPA on risk
assessmentd.

Is there something from BCIA we can show him? Is there anything
else I've forgotten? If so, feel free to add it and, on the
public smoking issue, check with Brennan to see if there's more
she wants to add.
Thanks for your help. Leave the stuff on one of the chairs in my
office and 1'11 go through it first thing Thursday morning.
sms
9/17/90

-
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